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KEY TAKEAWAYS

If You Can’t Manage Today’s Complexity, You Stand No Chance 
Managing Tomorrow’s
Your company’s data is growing at exponential rates, and without systems in 
place to manage and organize growth, you will drown in it. Virtualization, 
consumerization, and cloud are guaranteed to follow. ! e answer cannot simply be 
to accelerate the same processes and methods.

One Size Does Not Fit All
IT analytics solutions using a single algorithm are impossible, and it’s unlikely that 
one single vendor will be able to o" er all of the solutions needed. Forrester expects 
the emerging and existing management so# ware mega-vendors to consolidate 
many of these capabilities. 

Work On Improving Processes Before Deploying IT Analytics Tools
IT analytics is an exciting $ eld because it represents breakthrough innovations that 
can bring substantial value and lasting competitive advantage to the businesses that 
adopt them and the vendors that create the right solutions. Service management 
process improvements are a prerequisite to any other e" ort, including the tools.

Let The Robots Do The Hard, Meaningless Work
! e value of IT is not to just process data and perform repetitive “intellectual grunt 
work.” All of us in IT need to turn our intelligence and creativity toward making 
our business more successful. Deciphering the cryptic language of technology data 
is not the skill set of value in the future.
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WHY READ THIS REPORT

Your business is complex. Big data promises to manage this complexity to make better decisions. But the 
technology services that run your business are also complex. Many are too complex to manage easily, 
fueling more complexity, delays, and downtime. Forrester predicts this will inevitably get worse. To 
combat this onslaught, you can no longer just accelerate current practices or rely on human intelligence. 
You need machines to analyze conditions to invoke the appropriate actions. !ese actions themselves can 
be automated. To perform adaptive, full-service automation, you need IT analytics, a disruption to your 
existing monitoring and management strategy. !is report helps IT infrastructure and operations (I&O) 
leaders prepare for IT analytics that turns big data e"orts inward to manage the technology services that 
run your business.
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COMPLEXITY IS KILLING YOU — FIGHT BACK WITH IT ANALYTICS

Modern IT management tools have been available since the early 1990s. Every enterprise relies on 
up to hundreds of these tools to monitor a myriad of their infrastructure elements and applications. 
Still, the promise of monitoring remains elusive. !e tools present us with the raw data, and lots of it, 
but su%cient insight into the actual meaning buried in all that data is still remarkably scarce.

For this very reason, IT analytics tools hold the promise of helping IT organizations better manage 
the technology that runs their business. !ink of it as turning the concept of big data inward to 
make better decisions about the business technology services and the underlying infrastructure 
and applications.

If You Can’t Manage Today’s Complexity, You Stand No Chance Managing Tomorrow’s

With each passing day, the problem of complexity gets worse. More complex systems present more 
elements to manage and more data, so growing complexity exacerbates an already di%cult problem. 
Time is now the enemy because complexity is growing exponentially and inexorably. !e dilemma is 
this: If managing today’s complexity is di%cult, managing tomorrow’s will be impossible (see Figure 1)!

Figure 1 Complexity Has Exceeded Human Capacity

Source: Forrester Research, Inc.75501
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To make matters even more ominous, the meaning of this data changes as the systems morph 
according to business demands. New technologies put these massive volumes of data into motion, 
changing the data and its context faster than we can cope. Not only is the volume of data growing, 
but this growth is compounded by its velocity. It’s getting bigger and faster, a combined e"ect that is 
profoundly powerful, and profoundly destructive if not managed properly.

!ese new technology introductions are called accelerants (see Figure 2). !ey take the already 
indigestible growth in complexity and cause it to suddenly jump to an even higher level. A#er this 
point, the exponential growth itself grows even faster than before. !e resulting actual complexity is 
a far more aggressive scenario than the simpler smooth acceleration of theoretical complexity.

Accelerants have always been part of the technology landscape (e.g., distributed computing in the 
1980s, the Internet in the 1990s, web-based applications in the 2000s). One could argue that the 
introduction of new accelerants is the fundamental purpose of IT, but only if these accelerants 
translate into competitive value to the business. Some of the latest accelerants include virtualization, 
consumerization, and cloud, and more are guaranteed to follow.

!e answer cannot simply be to accelerate the same processes and methods. Common practices 
proved futile even in simpler times. New techniques are needed, as are new technologies to execute 
those new techniques.1

Figure 2 Accelerants Make Actual Complexity Even Worse !an Expected Complexity

Source: Forrester Research, Inc.75501
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IT Analytics Lets You Manage This Complexity By Turning Big Data Inward

All of this processing may seem a lot like the “big data” movement that is currently so hot. !ere is 
good reason to recognize this relationship. It is indeed a big data issue. !e scale of big data (the 

“big” part) is exciting enough, but the real power comes from what can be mined from this data. 
Business intelligence (BI) products leverage analytics algorithms to glean insights related to business 
data. A prime example is Amazon’s recommendations based on the buying patterns of its customers 
and the pro$les they construct based on those with similar buying patterns.

IT analytics is a related topic, but slightly outside the realm of these BI-oriented tools. Forrester 
de$nes IT analytics as:

!e use of mathematical algorithms and other innovations to extract meaningful information from 
the sea of raw data collected by management and monitoring technologies.

!e relationship between BI analytics and IT analytics comes from the similarities in the algorithms. 
Similarities are not universal, but they o#en work their wonders in the same way. In fact, algorithms 
from a wide variety of $elds, such as geophysics, economics, and genetics, will bring value to IT 
analytics. Many of the challenges brought on by IT complexity bear similar “signatures” as these 
other $elds, so the algorithms should o"er similar value. We can only envision a handful of these 
today, but research and development is already beginning to show promise. More of this research 
will make IT analytics one of the most exciting areas of IT over the next few years.

THE LANDSCAPE OF IT ANALYTICS, HOW IT WORKS, AND ITS VALUE

IT analytics is an exciting $eld because it represents breakthrough innovations that can bring 
substantial value and lasting competitive advantage to the businesses that adopt them and to vendors 
that create the right solutions. While many other technologies can be easily replicated by competitors, 
the “magic” of analytics can be hidden from view, making it di%cult for competitors to copy it.2 Add to 
this the likelihood that such innovations can be protected by strong intellectual property law, and the 
clever $rst movers can enjoy market leads for much longer than with other developments.

At the root of IT analytics are the algorithms — calculations that churn through the mountains 
of data and produce simpler, more relevant results. Since the challenges are so varied and the 
aforementioned “signature patterns” are likewise so di"erent, a single-algorithm solution is 
impossible. Di"erent algorithms o"er unique power in one area while proving inept or useless 
in others. Many of these more advanced algorithms impose heavy demands on the systems that 
execute the processing. Keep this in mind as you evaluate solutions.

It’s also unlikely that a single vendor will be able to o"er all of the solutions needed. A uni$ed analytics 
portfolio from a single vendor is very unlikely, although Forrester expects the emerging and existing 
management so#ware megavendors to consolidate many of these capabilities. !is set of vendors 
includes ASG, BMC, CA, Cisco, Compuware, Dell, HP, IBM, Microso#, Oracle, and VMware.
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Forrester has identi$ed the most popular algorithms as: 1) event correlation analytics; 2) topological 
relationship analytics; 3) statistical pattern analytics; 4) textual pattern analytics; 5) con$guration 
analytics; and 6) economic modeling analytics (see Figure 3). Other algorithms exist, and many 
more will emerge; don’t limit your perspective to these six but use them as a starting point to build 
your portfolio.

Figure 3 !e Most Popular Types Of IT Analytics, How !ey Work, And !eir Value

Event Correlation Analytics Distinguishes False Alarms From Real Root-Cause Events

Some of the most mature technologies for IT analytics are the “event correlation tools.” Early 
management tools obviated the need for correlation because their monitoring mechanisms 
generated “event storms” — intense streams of events that were nearly impossible to understand.

Event correlators receive these binary events, such as up or down state, from a wide variety of 
sources. !ese tools then attempt to develop a relationship to di"erentiate false alarms and symptom 
events from genuine root-cause events. Event correlation was popular in the late 1990s and most of 
the 2000s, but di%culties with the tools extinguished much of the hype by 2007 because:

Source: Forrester Research, Inc.75501
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alarms from the stream and yield quali"ed events that are
relevant for triggering action.

Topological relationship
analytics

Maps relationships among the components involved to narrow
the scope of processing and to evaluate upstream and
downstream impact. These relationships are key to a multitude
of analytics needs.

Statistical pattern analytics Infers the existence of relationships where explicit (topological)
relations are either weak or missing. Statistically compares
performance patterns to identify common behaviors and
therefore, implicit relationships. Simpler forms identify
anomalies from established patterns of “normal” behavior.
Normal patterns are deduced from historical behavior.

Textual pattern analytics Sifts through streams of textual data — such as log "les — to "nd
patterns that can be used to identify conditions and behaviors
overlooked by more traditional numerical collection technologies.

Economic modeling analytics

Con"guration analytics

Examines supply and demand factors to determine optimum
utilization of resources.

Analyzes con"gurations for discrepancies from adopted policies.
Useful for identifying systems and services that violate standard
con"gurations.
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1. Event correlation became mainstream. Because this is the most mature IT analytics category, 
most organizations are already leveraging some form of correlation. Almost all network 
management tools use some correlation of events. Outside the network, much less is used 
because the technical challenges are higher.

2. Promises set expectations too high for reality. !e grand vision for event correlation tools was 
the ability to perform end-to-end cross-domain correlation. !e promise of cross-domain was 
to correlate events across technology domains, such as network, server, storage, and application. 
In reality, that proved too di%cult. Some were partially successful at this pursuit, but the cross-
domain nature required o#en-complex maintenance of correlation models. !e pain exceeded 
the gain, so correlation has a tainted reputation.

3. Performance trumps availability. Today’s common complaint is no longer as much about a 
total failure of a component (binary events) as it is about sluggishness (analog performance). 
Hardware fails far less o#en than it once did. Availability event monitors o#en portray healthy 
conditions even when overall services are su"ering and customers are complaining about slow 
performance. Traditional event correlation tools failed to recognize this, continuing to focus on 
availability, not performance.

4. Applications trump infrastructure. Organizations realized that the application layer is a much 
more relevant focal point than infrastructure. !e old mode of “systems management” tried to 
assemble a macro view of service health from the perspective of the infrastructure. !is was an 
ill-fated approach because this inside-out view can’t possibly give an accurate view of the service. 
!e only way to easily understand the health of the service is to observe the service itself and 
drill down (outside-in). Services can be di%cult to observe directly, but many services are 
based either directly or indirectly on applications. Applications are relatively easy to observe, as 
evidenced by the rich APM market.3

Despite these factors, event correlation does indeed remain a viable category of tools for I&O teams 
to include in their IT analytics portfolio. In some ways, they form a core capability into which other 
analytics tools will feed. Other tools may process various data feeds and generate a conclusion event 
that can feed into existing correlation tools. Others will collect additional context that can automate 
the population and maintenance of correlation models. Application dependency mapping (ADM) 
tools hold promise for this latter capability, although vendors have not fully capitalized on ADM’s 
potential in this regard.
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Topological Relationship Analytics Maps Relationships To Identify Root Cause

Many of the more popular and successful event correlators use topological models to map 
relationships among the components involved. Topology de$nes how components are related in a 
physical sense, such as a network connectivity map. But as more-complex, so#ware-based systems 
emerge, the logical relationships, such as application component associations and virtual-to-
physical server mapping, shed more light on actual dependencies.

When illustrated, the relationships appear as a map of interconnected components (see Figure 4). 
!is simple map is used to guide the analysis.4 As your eyes follow the dots (which indicate nodes) 
and lines (which indicate relationships), your brain interprets the topology and draws conclusions. 
It’s easy for the mind to recognize which node is the probable root cause of a failure because you can 
see the relationships. So#ware can do the same, although the nodes and links must be clearly de$ned. 

In this example, a topological analysis tool can determine which node is the probable cause by 
knowing that other nodes are downstream from it. Network monitors will ping devices and expect 
responses. !e responsible node will fail to respond, but so will the others in that chain. !e 
likelihood that they have all failed is very low, so one of them is the root cause. By analyzing the 
topology, the analytics tool eliminates all but the correct node as suspects. 

Figure 4 Topological Relationships Help Map Cause-E"ect Phenomenon

Source: Forrester Research, Inc.75501
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More-complex needs o#en require a probabilistic conclusion rather than an absolute one. !e 
suspected node may be calculated to have a 79% root-cause probability and others will either not 
register at all or their probabilities will be lower. Examining these factors, the tool calculates the 
node as the probable root cause.

Topological tools are prominent in network management. Examples include EMC IT Operations 
Intelligence built on the Smarts technology acquired in 2005, and IBM’s Tivoli Network Manager 
built on the Micromuse technology acquired in 2006. Newer vendors are expanding this model to 
other domains, such as BlueStripe So#ware for application analysis.

Statistical Pattern Analytics Finds Correlations In Metrics

Sometimes, the relationships cannot be mapped in the explicit manner used by topological tools. 
Other times, the relationship may be ambiguous. Another means of mapping this dependency 
is needed. A breed of tools based on statistical correlation can o"er some assistance. Statistical 
analytics tools compare the &uctuations in the metrics and seek to understand where the 
&uctuations are similar (see Figure 5).

Figure 5 Statistical Analytics Uncovers Performance Patterns

Source: Forrester Research, Inc.75501
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!e correlation can be very subtle, obviating the need for advanced mathematical analysis. 
Processing requirements can be extensive to perform such heavy calculation. !e better solutions 
pre$lter the analyzed data sources to narrow the scope of analysis. !is $ltering categorizes the 
sources according to attributes that imply loose relationships. !e statistical tool can then hone its 
processing more easily. Of course, Moore’s Law and the possibility of specialized compute appliances 
will help alleviate the $ltering need in the future.

Pioneers in the statistical analytics $eld include Netuitive, ProactiveNet (acquired by BMC So#ware 
in 2007), and Integrien (acquired by VMware in 2010).

Textual Analytics Solves “The Needle In A Haystack” Challenge

Textual streams can contain a wealth of useful information buried in piles of distracting data. But 
separating what’s useful from what’s not leads to the proverbial “needle in a haystack” problem. You 
know it’s there but you just can’t $nd it.

Log $les are a perfect example because they capture a cornucopia of data. For example, examine any 
syslog stream and you will see rich data collection (see Figure 6). A $rst glance at our (highly 
simpli$ed) example doesn’t tell you much, but the user “cheryl” failed to log in repeatedly on all three 
systems in the log. For a human, this is tedious labor, but so#ware can $nd these patterns with ease.

A category of tools exists to parse and extract the useful information from log $les and other textual 
streams. Splunk is the most recognizable player in this analytics market. Others include Sumo Logic 
and LogLogic, recently acquired by Tibco. VMware also recently acquired its way into this market, 
buying Pattern Insight.

Other analytics technologies can span the service management and security management markets, 
but log analytics represents the most common technology to span the two. Log $les and other 
textual data streams are rich with hidden details that can yield signi$cant insights valuable to both 
pursuits. Vendors have sometimes struggled with this bifurcated market because each has unique 
buyers and unique sales and marketing approaches. Splunk seems to have mastered this bipolar 
market dynamic. Its customer base is almost equally split between the two. Others will follow, 
largely because the two disjointed markets will converge into one over time. !e challenges are 
becoming more similar, and nearly identical technologies can serve both, so it makes good sense for 
most companies to merge them and capitalize on economies of scale to make both pursuits more 
e"ective and more e%cient.
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Figure 6 Log Files Contain A Wealth Of Hidden Information

Configuration Analytics Determines Policy Compliance

With so much complexity around us, the need to evaluate the structural integrity of services is 
signi$cant. Much of this potential lies in well-engineered service design that can modularize and 
therefore hide the complexity. Even with sound design, use cases around governance, change 
management sanity checks, incident analysis, and others require comprehensive analysis of 
con$gurations. Con$guration items include basic building blocks, such as servers, databases, and 
networks, as well as abstract packages, such as applications, business services, and business processes.

Con$guration analytics tools then compare con$guration state data to determine whether that data 
is in compliance with the speci$ed policy (see Figure 7). 

A great example of a con$guration pattern is the PCI standard. PCI is a clear checklist of needs.5 If 
all the items in the checklist are satis$ed, the service is PCI-compliant. !e discovery of such details 
is relatively easy, so so#ware to check o" these requirements is also easy.

Source: Forrester Research, Inc.75501
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Figure 7 Configuration Analytics Spots Changes And Policy Violations

Economic Modeling Analytics Helps Optimize Resources

Equities such as stocks and commodities are priced by market forces of supply and demand. !e 
market decides on valuations. It’s the perfect example of crowdsourcing. When assessing the 
optimum resource placement for business workloads, the same principles apply. Where supply is 
readily available, it is inexpensive, so workload demands can be directed to the available resources. 
VMTurbo appeared on the scene in 2009 with this very idea. !e concept is now being applied to 
virtualized infrastructure because this is the current hotspot for such capabilities. We expect this 
model to span other areas of capacity, including cloud service brokering, network routing, and high-
performance computing tasks like . . . analytics!

HOW YOU SHOULD PROCEED WITH IT ANALYTICS

!e IT analytics landscape is evolving quickly. To leverage these emerging capabilities, you should 
focus more on your strategy and less on the individual tools. As attractive as they may be, plan 
how you will use them before you buy them. Remain pragmatic about timelines and expectations, 

Source: Forrester Research, Inc.75501
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and take the time to understand the strengths and weaknesses of the vendors more so than their 
technologies. Some amazing innovations are appearing, but there will never be a “silver bullet” 
solution. Also, despite the power of the products, some innovators will fail. It has happened before 
and it will happen again. Seek to understand as much as you can about the vendors’ execution, 
strategy, cash &ow, marketing, and investors because these factors will have overwhelming in&uence 
on any vendor’s long-term viability.

First, Refine Your Processes

Service management process improvements — rooted in, but not restricted to, ITIL — are a 
prerequisite to any other e"ort, including the tools. A#er all, a poor process will yield poor results 
regardless of how much automation is thrust at the situation.

All processes involve decisions that require solid information. Information is not the same thing as 
data; it is the result of taking the right data and processing it based on some context to be something 
more meaningful to the decision. For example, data could be a series of barometric pressure 
readings over time. A simple information processing algorithm would track these readings, and if 
the trend is a rapid decline in pressure, the context tells us that a storm is likely. !e data alone will 
not tell us this, only when it is analyzed according to the context.

!e main processes of interest tend to be incident management and problem management, but 
good change management must also be addressed. Others are certainly going to bene$t, but IT 
infrastructure and operations teams should focus on these three as the initial targets for your 
analytics e"orts:

■ Incident management. !e most common concern with incident management is the length of 
time consumed to arrive at a satisfactory resolution. !e key metric here is mean time to 
resolution (MTTR).6 MTTR is woefully high in most organizations. !is slow response is a 
prime threat to IT credibility. Analytics can dramatically reduce your MTTR and even feed 
e"orts to eliminate incidents from occurring in the $rst place.

■ Problem management. Incidents that cannot easily be resolved become problems in process 
vernacular. Very similar analytics technologies help those involved in problem management to 
arrive at the same goal — root cause identi$cation. By identifying the root cause (or a probable 
cause, as is more o#en the case), the problem (or incident) can be resolved and then the next 
aspect of problem management can begin. !is next step is to seek elimination of the conditions 
through a permanent $x or a workaround that prevents the negative e"ects of the root cause; 
fault tolerant infrastructure is a good example.
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■ Change management. Before any change is executed, it’s wise to perform a sanity check to 
determine the probability of success. Routine changes that happen frequently need the same 
checks, but they must be performed quickly. Eventually many of these changes will be fully 
automated. At this point, the checks must also be fully automated. IT analytics technologies will 
prove invaluable here.

Then Develop Your Approach To Automate Your Analytics

Technology is evolving rapidly to assist in the decision-making process or to automate the decisions 
altogether. In Forrester’s IT automation taxonomy, these technologies fall under the decision triggers 
category (see Figure 8). Decision triggers consume raw data and process it to tell us something more 
meaningful about the situation. !e other automation tools need such intelligence to execute the 
appropriate actions at the right time.

Decision triggers will initially be assistants to manual decisions, but like all other automation 
developments, trust will evolve gradually. At some point, the trust will evolve to a level where 
manual intervention will be unnecessary.

Figure 8 Decision Triggers In !e “Automation Wheel” Leverage Analytics

Source: Forrester Research, Inc.75501
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Now Evaluate The Emerging Vendor Landscape For IT Analytics

!e IT analytics market is only now building notable momentum because the problems the tools 
address are only now reaching such a crescendo:

■ Today’s vendor landscape is typical of an early-stage so"ware sector. !e exciting innovations 
are coming from smaller players, including somewhat established companies like BlueStripe 
So#ware, Netuitive, and Splunk as well as a slew of new arrivals such as Boundary, Prelert, and 
VMTurbo.

■ Expect established performance management vendors to get involved. Since many of these 
analytics solutions process performance data, expect established players such as NetScout, 
OPNET, and SolarWinds to accelerate their IT analytics o"erings. To be fair, almost all of 
these vendors already o"er analysis above and beyond just collection and reporting. !e next 
wave of innovation will focus on the more sophisticated mathematical processing algorithms 
highlighted in this report.

■ #e market will accelerate when the larger, established vendors jump on the bandwagon. 
!ese behemoths have little interest unless they feel the revenue potential is high, either directly 
through sales of the standalone technology or indirectly by adding additional value to an 
existing capability. !ey usually enter the market through acquisition. BMC followed this path 
by acquiring ProactiveNet and Neptuny, CA via Hyperformix, EMC via Smarts, Compuware 
via dynaTrace, and VMware via Integrien, to name a few. HP and IBM are following a more 
organic development path so far. Because there are so many algorithmic options to analytics, 
don’t expect any of them to settle with just these recent moves. !e problems are too grand and 
the opportunity too seductive to prevent these large vendors from accumulating additional 
capabilities. Other small innovators will be up for grabs and fuel a feeding frenzy that starts in 
2013 and lasts at least two years.

W H AT  I T  M E A N S

LET IT ANALYTICS DO THE GRUNT WORK SO YOU CAN FOCUS ON BUSINESS VALUE

■ !e ballyhooed 2011 man-versus-machine victory of IBM’s Watson supercomputer in the 
US game show Jeopardy was a landmark event in analytics. !is technology is now being 
applied to healthcare and other complex problems, but expect IBM to scale it down for use 
within IT itself — Watson’s little brother, if you will. IBM has leaked to the media that such 
technology is under development.

■ Humbled by Watson’s prowess, Ken Jennings — who holds the longest Jeopardy winning 
streak — conceded defeat by writing his $nal response as, “I, for one, welcome our new 
computer overlords.” We should all welcome these new technologies because we have no 
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alternative. !ey are coming, whether we like it or not. With these analytics tools, you have 
reason to like it. !ey will save you and your people from tedious work that is already error-
prone and will only get worse — much worse.

■ !e value of IT is not to just process data and perform repetitive “intellectual grunt work.” 
All of us in IT need to turn our intelligence and creativity toward making our business more 
successful. Deciphering the cryptic language of technology data is not the skill set of value in 
the future because this is work that doesn’t easily translate into competitive business value. 

■ Let the robots do the hard, meaningless work. Let the humans do what humans do best: Create!

ENDNOTES
1 For a great review of IT service complexity, along with many recommendations on how to combat the 

e"ects of this complexity, see the March 23, 2011, “Assessing Complexity In IT Operations” report.
2 !e famed science $ction author Arthur C. Clarke wrote three laws of prediction. !e third states, “Any 

su%ciently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic.” Arthur C. Clark, Pro"les of the Future: 
An Inquiry into the Limits of the Possible, Harper & Row, 1973. 

3 Forrester o"ers a lot of good information on the processes and products for application performance 
management (APM). Two reports in particular present great overviews for the operations and application 
development role perspectives. See the December 7, 2011, “Market Overview: Application Performance 
Management, Q4 2011” report and see the April 15, 2011, “The Application Portfolio Management 
Landscape — Combine Process And Tools To Tame The Beast” report.

4 Actual maps, especially those that capture logical relationships, are usually extremely complex, involving 
multiple dimensions. Such n-dimensional maps can render visualization futile. So#ware can consume and 
comprehend this level of complexity, but humans cannot.

5 !e formal Payment Card Industry (PCI) standard is available from the PCI Security Standards Council 
website: (https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org).

6 Another Forrester report expands on the issues and solutions to reduce mean time to resolution (MTTR) 
in the incident management process. See the June 30, 2011, “Enhance Service Visibility To Reduce 
MTTR” report.
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